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Outcomes
By attending this presentation, attendees will:
• Understand the utility of assessing first-year student 

expectations prior to matriculation.
• Identify how they can use survey data in predictive 

analytics to identify and support first-year students.
• Recognize how they can use individual data points to 

identify specific student needs to provide individualized 
assistance.
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Student Expectations Matter!
• “Expectations affect students’ motivation, 

engagement, and investment of effort in learning” 
(Konings et al., 2008, p. 536).

• Prior research (e.g., Helland et al, 2002) and student 
development theories (e.g., Tinto, 1993) all point to 
the importance of collecting expectations data to 
better understand student departure.
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Predictive Analytics
• Early identification of at-risk students
• Allows for early intervention and support
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Why don’t students persist?
• Unclear or unreasonable goals
• Social isolation
• Insufficient academic preparation
• Stress
• Academic disengagement or boredom
• Financial concerns
• Challenges of new freedom
• Distraction of conflicting commitments
• Unmet expectations or transition shock
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BCSSE Instrument
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• Student pre-college academic and co-curricular 
experiences, as well as their academic expectations

• Administered to beginning first-year students 
during student orientation, Welcome Week, or 
early in the fall term (w/optional winter administration)

• Advising and institutional reports, along with a 
complete data file



About USF - Tampa
• Preeminent State Research University (FL)
• Carnegie Classification – Doctoral University: “Highest 

Research Activity” & “Community Engaged”
• 31,823 Fall 2019 Undergraduate Headcount

• New Student Headcount (Summer and Fall 2019)
• ~5,150 new first-year students
• ~3,500 new transfer students
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Florida Board of Governors – Performance Based Funding Metrics
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Performance Based 
Funding:
3 of 10 metrics focused 
on retention & 
graduation 



Florida Board of Governors – Preeminence Metrics
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Preeminence:
2 of 12 metrics 
focused on 
retention & 
graduation 



Office of Academic Advocacy
• Formed in 2013
• Located in Undergraduate Studies
• Promotes undergraduate student persistence, progression, 

and completion in support of key strategic university goals 
and measures by removing barriers to academic success 
and supporting a timely progression to graduation
 Maintain or improve 90% first year retention rate
 Achieve 4-year 60% and 6-year 70% graduation rates
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BCSSE and USF
• USF started administering the survey in 2014
• Paper version administered at first-year 

orientations
• Optional for students to participate – 98.26% 

return rate
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FYR Model
Started as a Research and Intervention Project by a faculty member and Student Affairs (Miller & 
Herreid, 2008)
• Pre-matriculation model to predict first-year retention before the beginning of the fall term.
• Identified ~10% of new FTIC at risk for drop-out by the second fall term of attendance. 
• Given FYR attribute in BANNER (SIS)
• BCSSE incorporated into model in 2016
• Early intervention through:

– Academic Foundations course (first-year seminar)
– Residence Halls for on-campus students 
– Academic Advising (mandatory for first-year students)
– Adding NSC for peer coaching (commuters/non-Academic Foundations)
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Significant Predictors - SIS
• HS GPA
• Race/Ethnic Group
• Age at start of term
• Scholarship recipient
• Honors
• On-campus Residency
• First-Year Seminar Enrollment
• Athletes
• Time since Orientation
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Significant Predictors - BCSSE
High School Experiences
• Involvement in performing or 

visual arts
• Hours working

College Expectations
• Prepared to think critically and 

analytically
• Intention to graduate
• Work
• Close Friends attending
• Expected Discussions with Diverse 

Others
• Expected Academic Difficulty
• Expected Engagement in 

Collaborative Learning
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Campus Partner Initiatives
New Student Connections
• Question 18e – During the coming school year, how difficult do you expect the following to be? 

Making new friends: 
– Answers: 5 or 6 – Very Difficult 

AND
• Question 27 – How many of your close friends will attend this institution during the coming year? 

– Answer: None (n=269)

• Question 24 – Do you expect to graduate from this institution? (n=289)
– Answers: No (n=29) or Uncertain (n=260)

• Question 13b – During the coming school year, about how many hours do you expect to spend in a 
typical 7-day week doing the following? Working for pay on- or off-campus: (n=740)

– Answers: 21-25 (n=392), 26-30 (n=178), or More than 30 (n=170)
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Campus Partner Initiatives
Bull2Bull Financial Education

• Question 18c – During the coming school year, how difficult do you expect 
the following to be? Paying college or university expenses: 5 and 6 – Very 
Difficult (n=1376)
– Include Question 22 information for these students – Which of the 

following sources are you using to pay for your education expenses? 
– Include Question 13b for these students - During the coming school 

year, about how many hours do you expect to spend in a typical 7-day 
week doing the following? Working for pay on- or off-campus
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Campus Partner Initiatives
Success and Wellness Coaching

• Question 17e – During the coming school year, how certain 
are you that you will do the following? Finish something you 
have started when you encounter challenges: 1 – Not at all 
Certain or 2 (n=70)

• Question 18b – During the coming school year, how difficult 
do you expect the following to be? Managing your Time: 6 –
Very Difficult (n=628)
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Campus Partner Initiatives
Academic Advising
• Customized BCSSE Advising Tool
• Based on feedback from the CAA Student Advisory Subcommittee 
• Individualized report for each student to assist advisors in understanding 

student expectations and how it may affect their first year experience
• Areas of focus on the advising report:

– Academic Success Skills
– Communication and Collaboration 
– Academic Challenge and Support 
– Situational and Financial 
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Campus Partner Initiatives
Housing and Residential Education
• Customized report based on their interests
• Intentional conversations
• Residential Curriculum
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First-Year Persistence at USF
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4-year Public





Future Ideas
• Partnering with other campus entities
• Inclusion in a dashboard with other data points to streamline advocacy 

work
• Transfer version of the BCSSE
• Assessment of Initiatives
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Questions?
Contact emails: 

Bombaugh@usf.edu
MillerT@usf.edu
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